
(B.A, B.Sc, B.Com, BBA, MBA, etc.)

CCBPians have proved that


your degree is not a barrier 

to get a tech job.



BSc Chemistry to 
₹7.5 LPA Tech Job

Sonali 

Learning technical concepts in my native 
language helped me a lot in building strong 

fundamentals. I got a lot of confidence 
while learning because I’m doing better 

than CSE graduates at coding.

Zero programming 
knowledge.

Earlier With CCBP 4.0

Junior Data Analyst 
at ADF



B.Sc Graduate to a 
Software Engineer

Devi Vyshnavi

I thought that IT jobs were for B.Tech 
students only. At CCBP 4.0, I realised that 

we can easily get a tech job without 
studying B.Tech. Real-world projects 

helped me build practical skills.

B.Sc graduate.


Zero coding knowledge.

Earlier With CCBP 4.0

Trainee Software

Engineer at Neosoft



MCA Degree to a 

Associate Software Engineer

Satya Priyanka Agraharapu

With CCBP 4.0, I can now write programs 
for complex problems using my own logic. 

XPM sessions helped me develop a 
growth mindset.

Completed MCA.


Struggled with coding


and lacked confidence.

Earlier With CCBP 4.0

Associate Software 
Engineer at Acheron



Commerce Graduate to a 


Data Engineer at US-based company

 Sudeepa Kandikatla

The trainers taught us everything from 

scratch. First, they made us strong in 

fundamentals and then we were able to learn 

new concepts faster. Mock interviews helped 

me understand where to improve.

Zero coding knowledge.


Worried if online training 
would be good.

Earlier With CCBP 4.0

Data Engineer Trainee 
at Systech

 Watch her review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmrSu3bpVaA


MBA Graduate to a 

Associate Software Engineer

Venkata Sai Kiran

Practical experience matters much more 
than the degrees you hold. The hands-on 
learning at CCBP 4.0 strongly helped in 

building my tech skills.

MBA graduate. Wanted 
to learn emerging 

technologies.

Earlier With CCBP 4.0

Associate Software 
Engineer at Enlume



Read hundreds of such 

success stories and 

reviews here:

ccbp.in/reviews

https://www.ccbp.in/reviews


A Proven Curriculum to Get 
a Tech Job of ₹4.5 - ₹ 9 LPA

Know More:

ccbp.in/intensive

4.71/5 | 2 Lakh+ Ratings

https://www.ccbp.in/intensive


and many more...

350+ Companies have hired 

NxtWave Learners


